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Gamma Solutions names Intermec’s Most Outstanding Partner APAC 2010 
 
Melbourne April 14th 2011 – Gamma Solutions is proud to announce that they have been 
named as Intermec’s Asia Pacific’s Most Outstanding Partner for 2010 at the conference 
held in Taiwan. 
 
Gamma Solutions’ Financial Controller Tracey Tucker was present at the conference to 
accept the award. “I was honoured to receive the award at the 2010 Intermec 
Conference on behalf of the Gamma Solutions team. We all worked very hard to achieve 
the results that lead to this award” 
 
The Outstanding Partner award comes out of Intermec’s corporate office and is 
presented to the company who has been nominated by industry peers and customers for 
outstanding service and performance.  
 
“We have won a number of different Intermec awards in the past including Partner of the 
Year and I am sure we can keep up the hard work and win more awards for 2011” 
continued Tracey. 
 
 
About Gamma Solutions 
Gamma Solutions Pty Ltd (www.gammasolutions.com) is an Australian owned company, 

based in Melbourne, with offices in Sydney, Brisbane, Adelaide and Perth. Founded in 

1992, the company provides all the components of a mobile computing, RFID and data 

collection systems such as portable terminals, barcode scanners, barcode printers, 

wireless networks, middleware software and implementation services.  Gamma 

Solutions is an Intermec Honour partner and IPSP, a Cisco Select partner, Zebra 

Partnersfirst and an LXE authorised partner and authorise repair centre and a Datalogic 

reseller. Gamma Solutions is a company committed to providing quality, practical and 

flexible solutions to meet the needs of its customers 
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